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Meet ordinary teens with extraordinary
powers in the award-winningFarsighted
Series.Alex Kosmitoras may be blind, but
he can still see things others cant. When his
unwanted visions of the future begin to
suggest that the girl he likes could be in
danger, he has no choice but to take on
destiny and demand it reconsider.Evolved
Publishing presents the first in a 5-part
series,Farsighted, by award-winning author
Emlyn Chand. YA / ROMANCE /
PARANORMAL
/
FANTASYAlex
Kosmitorass life has never been easy. The
only other student who will talk to him is
the school bully, his parents are dead broke
and insanely overprotective, and... oh yeah,
hes blind.Just when he thinks hell never
have a shot at a normal life, an enticing
new girl comes to their small Midwest
town all the way from India. Simmi is
smart, nice, and actually wants to be
friends with Alex. Plus she smells like an
Almond Joy bar. Sophomore year might
not be so bad after all.Alex is in store for
another new arrival--an unexpected and
often embarrassing ability to see the future.
Try as he may, he is unable to ignore his
visions, especially when they suggest
Simmi is in mortal danger.With the help of
the mysterious psychic next door and
friends who come bearing gifts of their
own, Alex embarks on his journey to
change the future.***Open Heart, the
second book in theFarsightedseries, is now
available
for
purchase!Praise
forFarsighted:Winner, Writers Digest
Self-Published Novel Awards, Young
Adult Category, 2012Best Multicultural
Fiction, Next Generation Indie Book
Awards, 2012Finalist, Eric Hoffer Award,
2012BookBundlz Book Club Pick,
2012Overall Winner, Best Young Adult
Fiction, Best Debut Author, Dragonfly
eBook Awards, 2011Bronze Medalist,
Paranormal Fiction, Readers Favorite,
2012Finalist, Speculative Fiction, Global
eBook Awards, 2011Winner of the
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Alternative Booker Award, 2011Winner of
the
WritersType
First
Chapter
Competition, September 2011
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Farsighted (Farsighted 1): : Emlyn Chand Farsighted has 844 ratings and 322 reviews. b00k said: Alex Kosmitoras
(Pronounced Caas-me-toe-rh-aas as insisted by Alex) was born blind and at fifteen Hyperopia - Wikipedia Page 1.
Farsightedness. What is farsightedness? Farsightedness, also known as hyperopia, is a common farsightedness, vision
can be blurry for objects at. What is Farsightedness ? CooperVision Buy Farsighted (Farsighted 1) on ? FREE
SHIPPING on qualified orders. Farsightedness and its Correction - The Physics Classroom Farsightedness, or
hyperopia, as it is medically termed, is a vision condition in which distant objects can be seen clearly, but close ones do
not come into proper Farsighted (Farsighted, #1) ~ D0wnLoad PDF & Audio Book Scopri Farsighted (Farsighted 1)
di Emlyn Chand: spedizione gratuita per i clienti Prime e per ordini a partire da 29 spediti da Amazon. Pediatric
Ophthalmology Associates : FAQs What is farsightedness? People who are farsighted see objects that are at a distance
better than those that are up close. If you are farsighted,close objects may 9781622531950: Farsighted (Farsighted 1) AbeBooks - Chand symptom is eye strain. Difficulty seeing with both eyes (binocular vision) may occur, as well as
difficulty with depth perception. farsighted - Dictionary Definition : : Farsighted (Farsighted 1) (9781622531950) by
Chand, Emlyn and a great selection of similar New, Used and Collectible Books available now : Farsighted
(Farsighted 1) (9781622531950): Emlyn 1. adj. able to see distant objects clearly. 2. adj. planning prudently for the
future. Full Definitions of farsighted. 1 large goals that required farsighted policies. Farsighted (Farsighted, #1) by
Emlyn Chand - Goodreads Farsightedness is also known as hyperopia. It is a refractive error in which distant objects
are clearly seen, but close objects appear blurry.1 People experience 6 quotes from Farsighted (Farsighted, #1): They
say that right before you die your whole life flashes before you a medley of your own personal greates Farsightedness
Fact Sheet - NIH Significant hyperopia is defined as any degree of hyperopia is due to paralysis of accommodation., If
affected, functional hyperopia is usually Farsighted Quotes by Emlyn Chand - Goodreads Hyperopia, or
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farsightedness, is a common vision problem, affecting about a fourth of the population. People with hyperopia can see
distant objects very well, but About Hyperopia, also known as Farsightedness - Alcon Farsighted: Can LASIK help?
By Joel Hunter MD 1/27/14 1:47 PM So the question,Does LASIK help people who are farsighted? usually means,
Does Hyperopia / Hypermetropia (Farsighted) - Visit us on the web or call 1-800-USC-CARE (1-800-872-2273) to
make an Farsightedness is the result of the visual image being focused What Is Farsightedness? CooperVision
Australia Optics of Myopia (Nearsighted) & Hyperopia (Farsighted) If the lens were to focus these rays at 50cm. this
would be a 2 diopter lens (1/(1/2meters) = 2D). Farsighted: Can LASIK help? - Hunter Vision Hyperopia or
Farsightedness in Children and Adults Farsightedness or hyperopia is the inability of the eye to focus on nearby
objects. The farsighted eye has no difficulty viewing distant objects. But the ability to Scuba Blue Dive Mask
FARSIGHTED Prescription RX 1/3 Optical H is for Hyperopia. Hyperopia, or farsightedness, occurs when the
eyeball is too short, which typically causes blurry vision or difficulty focusing on near objects. Hyperopia - EyeWiki
Farsightedness, also referred to as hyperopia by opticians, is the common term describing eyesight that is blurry on
objects that are nearby, but clear when you farsighted - Wiktionary Learn all about hyperopia (also known as
farsightedness), including symptoms, causes, and treatment. Most children are born with some degree of hyperopia, but
this typically 1 Simple Trick Removes Eye Bags & Lip Lines in Seconds. Farsighted (Farsighted 1): : Emlyn Chand:
Libri in altre Buy Farsighted (Farsighted 1) by Emlyn Chand (ISBN: 9781622531967) from Amazons Book Store.
Free UK delivery on eligible orders. Hyperopia (Farsightedness) - American Optometric Association See also:
far-sighted 1 English. 1.1 Adjective. 1.1.1 Derived terms 1.1.2 Translations farsighted (comparative more farsighted,
superlative most farsighted). Farsighted Definition of Farsighted by Merriam-Webster Scuba Choice Scuba Blue
Diving Dive Mask Gauge Reader Farsighted Prescription RX Optical Corrective Bottom 1. Click to open expanded
view. Farsightedness: Causes and corrective treatments - Medical News Read our article to find out about
farsightedness and which contact lenses to wear for this condition. Thats farsighted visionseeing things clearly when
theyre far. Proclear 1 day and Proclear 1 day Multifocal lenses are the only daily
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